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Struggling Roth portfolio worth $250m 
  The potential long-term value of movies, among the most cost-intensive creative activities, has 
been supported with the acquisition of Revolution Studios, the acclaimed but financially struggling US 
independent production group. About 62%-owned by popular producer and founder Joe Roth,  
Revolution and its 46-movie catalogue have been acquired for US$250m. The buyer is Fortress  
Investment Group, a New York Stock Exchange investment-management group with a portfolio worth 
more than US$60bn. Despite the fiscal woes, Roth is revered in the industry. As co-founder of  
Morgan Creek Productions and chairman at top Hollywood studios like 20th Century Fox (now 21st 
Century Fox), Caravan Pictures (part of the Walt Disney Company), and Walt Disney Studios  
between 1987 and 2000, Roth has been at the forefront of several hit movies. These include The 
Three Musketeers (1993), Flubber (1997) and Young Guns (1998). Expectations were, consequently, 
high when Roth went solo and launched Revolution in 2000. There were hits such as Black Hawk 
Down (2001), and Anger Management (2003). But there were more box-office failures. The company 
spent a reported US$2.6bn making films, but still held US$175m in debts at the time of Fortress’  
acquisition. This is despite having high-end US distribution companies like Starz Entertainment, Sony 
Pictures Entertainment and 20th Century Fox as strategic partners. Future plans for Revolution  
include original TV productions.  

MGM clinches $300m loan for 
future expansion plans 

  Rumours of an IPO for stock-exchange list-
ing or a planned acquisition is said to have 
triggered the need for a US$300m “second-
lien loan” by MGM Studios in Hollywood.  
According to the Hollywood Reporter,  
investment banks Goldman Sachs and JP 
Morgan Securities arranged the six-year loan, 
at a 5.125% interest rate. But it is allegedly 
US$100m more than was originally planned. 
The move has also surprised industry  
observers who note that MGM has no debts 
but has access to US$600m in credit. 

Pan-Asian ambitions trigger 
Nippon TV/Kantana venture 

  Japanese terrestrial broadcaster Nippon 
Television Network Corporation, film produc-
tion group Nikkatsu and Thailand’s biggest film
-and-media conglomerate Kantana Group 
have formed an animation-production joint 
venture called Kantana Japan Corporation. In 
addition to providing computer-graphics and 
other post-production services to third-party 
animation producers in south-east Asia, the 
new company will pursue opportunities to co-
produce animation films. Kantana’s ambition is 
to expand into Japan, while Nippon TV and 
Nikkatsu seek entry into south-east Asia’s  
animation sector.  

  Shanghai Film Group, China’s second  
largest film-production studio, and Fosun  
International, the entertainment group listed on 
the Hong Kong Stock Exchange, have formed 
a partnership to launch a cultural investment 
fund to back new movies for cinema and TV 
distribution. The fund’s size is still unknown. 
*Meanwhile, China’s Huayi Brothers Media is 
to raise about US$403m for productions and 
loan repayments. And another Chinese  
production venture Enlight Media is to sell 
shares to raise US$451m, including US$370m 
for a slate of new movies.  

  Michael G Wilson and Barbara Broccoli, 
makers of the James Bond movies, have been 
nabbed to produce the film about Edward 
Snowden, the US National Security Agency’s 
whistleblower. Sony Pictures Entertainment 
clinched the film rights. It is based on the book 
No Place to Hide: Edward Snowden, the NSA 
and the US Surveillance State by journalist 
Glenn Greenwald. The movie is faced with the 
challenge of depicting an ongoing real-life tale 
as Snowden is stuck in Moscow, a fugitive 
from US prosecutors.  

Shanghai Film Group, Fosun 
form joint cultural/film fund  

James Bond producers take on 
fate of real-life spook Snowden 
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Rightster pays £50m for MCN Base79 
  Investment in audio-visual creativity is intensifying as developments at YouTube and within the 
terrestrial-TV space demonstrate. Rightster, the publicly quoted UK-based video-distribution service 
provider, has agreed to pay £50m for Base79, the biggest YouTube multi-channel network (MCN) in 
Europe. The sellers include The Chernin Group, Evolution Media Growth Partners and MMC  
Ventures. Base79 has more than 1,100 media-and-entertainment content partners. Combined with 
Rightster’s existing YouTube channels, it will become the fourth biggest MCN in North America and 
the largest outside the region. Coming shortly after the Walt Disney Company agreed to take over 
Base79’s biggest US rival Maker Studios for an estimated US$500m-plus (MTF Issue No.20), the 
investment has not surprised the original online-video content sector. Rightster is paying £25m in 
cash and raising another £25m via new Rightster shares, which Base79 will receive on meeting  
certain performance targets. YouTube co-founder Chad Hurley has joined Rightster’s advisory  
committee. Investors’ growing interest in original content distributed via YouTube has prompted the  
Google-owned video-sharing giant to consider offering crowdfunding facilities on its website. The  
exact details remain unknown. But it could give several millions of fans the opportunity to support 
their favourite YouTube channels financially. Additionally, it will offer an alternative to crowdfunding 
pioneers like Kickstarter and Indiegogo.  

YouTube MCN Fullscreen to  
invest $10m in original content 

  Fullscreen, one of YouTube’s largest multi-
channel networks (MCN) with more than 3 
billion monthly views, has pledged to spend 
US$10m investing in original video content. 
The announcement, made in June, comes as 
traditional legacy media conglomerates,  
including Walt Disney Company and Time 
Warner, as well as major advertisers, invest in 
MCNs. Investors have been showing interest 
in Fullscreen, which features shows starring 
YouTube celebrities like Shane Dawson and 
Grace Helbig. Future plans include offering 
subscription-funded content.  

Viacom grabs 10% of YouTube 
network Defy Media 

  Viacom, the US entertainment giant that 
owns the MTV, Nickelodeon, BET and Para-
mount Pictures, has snapped up 10% of 
YouTube multichannel network Defy Media. In 
return, Defy Media will acquire Viacom’s video
-games and digital-games websites that in-
clude Addicting Games and Shockwave. Defy 
Media was formed last year when youth-
targeted digital-entertainment companies Alloy 
Digital and Break Media merged. Defy Media’s 
investors include film production group  
Lionsgate  Entertainment, digital-media inves-
tor Zelnick Media and venture-capital firm ABS 
Capital Partners.  

  Award-winning Israeli TV executive, journal-
ist and author Ron Leshem has clinched a deal 
that sees his latest work, Crater Lake, being 
developed into a new drama series by French 
group Atlantique Productions and Israel’s 
Keshet Media Group. It is an eight-part, 52-
minute series. Leshem’s portfolio of successes 
includes an Oscar nomination for Beaufort, 
which he co-wrote; and Israel’s top literary 
prize Sapir for the original book. US network 
NBC is remaking his spy thriller MICE/The 
Gordin Cell.  

  A record £725m was invested in UK TV  
productions in 2013, based on a new study by 
the Commercial Broadcasters Association 
(COBA). This represents a 49% increase from 
the £487m recorded in 2009, the last time a 
similar study was published. COBA represents 
the local and international digital, satellite and 
cable multichannel-TV operators, and the  
report analyses their investment in UK TV  
entertainment. The amount spent on  
programmes made by independent producers 
jumped 18% last year compared to 2009.  

Creative star Ron Leshem nabs 
top producers for new drama 

A top-score £725m committed 
to UK productions in 2013 
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Music industry mulls global release date 
  The recorded-music industry is reported to be thinking of a radical change that it hopes will help 
bring back (financial) value to the still struggling sector. A Billboard magazine report states the  
industry, including trade organisation IFPI, would like new recordings to come out on the same day 
worldwide. The move aims to bypass digital pirates, who illegally release recordings online globally 
before their national release dates, which currently vary from country to country. While legal German, 
Australian and Ireland releases are on a Friday, in the UK, the street date is on a Monday, while it is 
a Tuesday in the US. The adoption of one global street date could block the abuse of the distribution 
system by pirates. If implemented, the new practice would prevent them from gaining a head start 
and go a long way to boost the value of recorded music. The question is whether legitimate brick-and
-mortar stores and online retailers would agree to giving up their respective national release dates. 
North American independent record stores are expected to argue that the US (especially when  
combined with Canada) is the world’s largest music market. This means the rest of the world should 
adopt their release calendar.  

Concord Music takes over first 
Beatles US label Vee-Jay 

  Concord Music Group, a major independ-
ent recording company, has acquired Chicago
-based Vee-Jay Records, the veteran label 
that introduces itself as specialising in soul, 
R&B and gospel before the iconic Tamla/
Motown Records was born. Vee-Jay Records’ 
assets include 5,000-plus master recordings 
by legendary artists like Jimmy Reed, John 
Lee Hooker, Little Richard and the Staple 
Singers. It also goes down in history as the 
first US label to release Beatles recordings, 
and its famous hits include Gene Chandler’s 
iconic 1962 recording Duke of Earl.  

Booking giant Agency Group 
buys Bobby Roberts Company 

  The Agency Group, a leading international 
live-entertainment booking agency, has 
bought Nashville-based The Bobby Roberts 
Company. The latter is much admired in the 
Nashville music-industry community for its 
roster of up-and-coming country acts. UK-
originated Agency Group, which books artists 
for concerts, literary and speaking events, 
specialises in mostly contemporary popular 
music, including rock, pop, jazz and punk. The 
Bobby Roberts Company will merge with the 
Agency Group’s two-year-old Nashville office 
to benefit from the Agency Group’s global 
business.  

  Ministry of Sound, the UK-based  
international electronic dance music (EDM) 
group that includes a label, night club and 
merchandise business, has launched its first 
ever music-publishing division; *US music star 
Katy Perry has launched Metamorphosis  
Music, her own record label for emerging  
talent, as part of a joint venture with Capitol 
Records; *Independent music publisher/label-
services firm Kobalt Music Group has complet-
ed the US$140m being raised to create a  
platform specialising in micro-royalties  
management for streaming-music income.  

  Spirit Music Group, the US independent 
publishing, production and artist-management 
group, has snapped up Cal IV Entertainment, 
the Nashville-based publishing house. The 
latter will become part of Spirit Music Nashville 
and provide the group with its first ever pres-
ence on Music Row, the hub of country-music 
business in Nashville. The Cal IV publishing 
venture comes with Fore Artists, an artist-
management subsidiary. Media reports show 
Cal IV’s catalogues include hits recorded by 
major country acts like Keith Urban, Tim 
McGraw and Faith Hill.  

Briefs: Ministry of Sound; Katy 
Perry; Kobalt Music Group 

Spirit Music takes on Nashville 
with Cal IV acquisition 

MUSIC 



iQU kick starts analytics trending  
  iQU, the Dutch digital-marketing agency specialising in monetising mobile and online games, has 
bought German games-analytics specialist HoneyTracks for an undisclosed sum. The move comes 
at a time when expertise required to enable creators to understand gamers becomes urgent in an 
increasingly competitive business. HoneyTracks’ analytics platform is able to keep track of digital 
gamers’ activities on devices using a wide variety of operating systems, including Apple’s iOS,  
Google’s Android, and Microsoft’s Windows Mobile, as well as browsers for desktop and social-
media games. By incorporating HoneyTracks into its own platform, iQU aims to offer marketing tools 
that allow game publishers and developers to understand how to reach players more efficiently.  
Publisher and developers can monitor each game’s performance. Online publication GamesBeat 
(part of Venturebeat.com) notes that the iQU/HoneyTracks merger is part of a monetisation/analytics 
consolidation trend. San Francisco-based social and mobile-games analytics firm Kontagent has 
merged with software developer PlayHaven to create Upsight. US-based games-monetisation  
specialist Tapjoy has snapped up South Korean analytics company 5Rocks. Meanwhile, San  
Francisco-based games-analytics company Playnomics has been bought by games-engine develop-
er Unity Technologies.  

World of Warcraft leads top 
2013 MMO subscription games 

  The top 10 subscription-funded MMO 
(massively multiplayer online) games in 2013 
generated US$2.9bn. Based on the average 
monthly spend of about 37 million gamers 
worldwide, the rankings saw World of Warcraft 
(East/West) published by Activision/Blizzard 
lead the SuperData Research-compiled chart. 
It generated US$1.04bn in revenues last year. 
The second best-seller was Lineage 1 by 
NCSoft (US$253m). In third place was TERA: 
Online by NHN Corporation with US$236m. 
Electronic Arts’ Star Wars: The Old Republic 
was fourth with US$165m.  

Vivendi  earns $850m after  
flogging Activision stake 

  Vivendi, the French multinational media-and
-entertainment group, has sold almost 50% of 
its remaining 12% stake in Activision, the US-
based video-games publishing giant. The 
move sees Vivendi earning a reported 
US$850m for selling 5.8% of Activision via 
book building, the process used to determine 
a company’s valuation for stock-exchange 
flotation. Vivendi has the option to sell its  
remaining 6.2% share in January 2015. The 
sale follows the 61% stake Vivendi sold for 
US$8.2bn in 2013 (MTF Issue No.16). 

  Video-games celebrity Cliff Bleszinski has 
launched Boss Key Productions, a new US 
video-games studio. The enterprise’s launch 
was unveiled as Bleszinski fans noted the new 
business had been registered in North  
Carolina and the US Patent and Trademark 
Office. Boss Key is expected to focus on 
online and downloadable interactive games. 
Bleszinski’s funding is said to include his  
earnings from the US$330m China-based 
Tencent Holdings invested for a 40% stake in 
Epic Games where he developed Unreal and 
the Gears of War.  

  Mind Candy (MTF Issue No.10) is going  
after the grown-ups. The tech start-up is  
famous for creating an international entertain-
ment empire thanks to the online Moshi-
Monsters games played by 80 million  
registered kids. The new Moshling Rescue is 
aimed at the kids’ parents. The free-to-play 
“match 3” iOS and Facebook app game, which 
has been compared to King.com’s successful 
Candy Crush Saga, is also Mind Candy’s first 
game aimed specifically at North America. 
Players can pay cash to play at higher levels.  

Games superstar Bleszinski 
launches new games studio 

Kids online games maker Mind 
Candy targets adults  
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Merlin continues expansion spree 
  Merlin Entertainments, the world’s second biggest attractions operator after the Walt Disney  
Company, is positioning itself to be a strong influence on global tourism with a series of new  
attractions in the US, China and Japan. Three new attractions will launch in Orlando, Florida, in 
2015. The Orlando Eye, an observation wheel based on the iconic Merlin-operated London Eye, will 
be unveiled next spring, at the International Drive district in Central Florida. Nearby will also be the 
local Madame Tussauds waxwork museum featuring lifelike models of the rich and famous. Joining 
them will be Merlin’s Sea Life Aquarium. In addition to the Legoland Florida theme park launched in 
2011, Merlin will have four major leisure attractions in the state next year. In Japan, Legoland  
Discovery Centre, Merlin’s indoor theme park for kids and families, will be introduced to Osaka next 
year. Located at the Tempozan Market Place Mall shopping centre, it is a joint venture with Osaka 
Aquarium Kaiyukan, which also operates a marine-life attraction and observation wheel at the mall. 
Future plans in Japan include a Legoland theme-park resort in the major urban district Nagoya in 
2017. Merlin’s recent international activities included launches in San Francisco, Boston and Beijing. 
Merlin CEO Nick Varney has been using these experiences to back a campaign to reduce VAT for 
tourism in the UK, one of only four European countries not to have done so.  

Texas to spend $50m on marine 
exhibition for 2017 opening 

  Construction for the Caribbean Journey, the 
US$50m marine-life exhibit that has been 
planned for 25 years by the Texas State 
Aquarium, kicks off later this year for a 2017 
opening. The new attraction, which will feature 
tropical birds and fish from the Caribbean, will 
double the size of the original aquarium. It is 
also expected to boost the aquarium’s eco-
nomic impact to US$70m annually from the 
current US$43m a year. It is expected to cre-
ate 40-plus full time jobs.  

Smithsonian art museum wins 
$5.4m from philanthropist 

  David Rubenstein, philanthropist and co-
founder/co-CEO of private-equity company 
The Carlyle Group, has donated US$5.4m to 
the US Smithsonian American Art Museum. 
The museum, which needs repairs scheduled 
to begin next year, is the US’ first purpose-
built art museum. It is the latest of American 
landmarks benefiting from Rubenstein’s  
largesse. He has contributed to restoration 
work on the Washington Monument,  
Monticello (the home of the US’ third president 
Thomas Jefferson), plus the National Archives 
and Records Administration building.  

  Russian investment firm Fort Group is to 
open a new US$14.7m theme park based on 
Angry Birds, the popular mobile-apps game 
developed by Finland’s Rovio Entertainment, 
in Russian shopping centre Europolis, St  
Petersburg, early next year; *Movie producer/
Star Wars creator George Lucas is to open 
Lucas Museum of Narrative Art, which is  
dedicated to his art collection and movie-
industry memorabilia, in 2018; * Malaysia-
based KWZone Group is investing US$1.6bn 
in Poseidon Ocean Kingdom, a new theme 
park in Harbin, north-east China. 

  London-based Delfont Mackintosh Theatres 
(DMT) is to buy the Victoria Palace Theatre 
and Ambassadors Theatre, two  commercial 
live-entertainment houses in London’s West 
End theatreland. The seller is UK entertain-
ment entrepreneur Stephen Waley-Cohen. 
DMT’s owner Cameron Mackintosh says  
Victoria Palace will be closed in 2016 for a one
-year refurbishment to handle much bigger 
shows. The Ambassadors will hopefully  
receive the required planning consent to  
ensure it can take on major hit stage shows 
from the subsidised-theatre sector.  

Briefs: Angry Birds in Russia; 
George Lucas; KWZone Group 

UK tycoon Mackintosh grows 
West End theatre portfolio  
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Sports lose $140bn to illegal betting 
  International soccer and cricket are the sport categories most likely to be susceptible to the  
business of money laundering and illegal betting in which US$140bn exchanges hands annually,  
according to a report about corruption in sports. Called Protecting the Integrity of Sports Competition 
– The Last Bet for Modern Sport, the study was conducted by France’s Université Paris 1 Pantheon-
Sorbonne and the Qatar-based International Centre for Sport Security (ICSS). Other professional 
and non-professional sport events vulnerable to illegal practices include tennis, badminton, basket-
ball and motor-racing. The report comes just before the Swiss parliament debated a new draft  
legislation that would give Switzerland’s law-enforcement authorities the power to probe senior boss-
es at FIFA, the global soccer governing body based in Zurich. Should the provisions be adopted, the 
law will come into force early 2015. It will extend a current law that confiscates the ill-gotten gains of 
foreign dictators, who hide behind Swiss confidentiality laws, to all alleged corrupt individuals. FIFA 
has been the subject of corruption allegations, especially after Russia and Qatar won the rights to 
host the World Cup competition in 2018 and 2022 respectively. Meanwhile, Malta-headquartered  
investment fund Doyen Sport says it has €200m to invest in potential English Premier League (EPL) 
soccer players. But the practice of third-party ownership, where investors have a stake in a player’s 
market value, is frowned upon in the UK, although it is legal in several Eastern European markets.  

Manchester City owner heads 
to Japan for global ambitions 

  City Football Group (CFG), which operates 
English premier league soccer team  
Manchester City Football Club and its  
businesses, is expanding into Japan. It has 
started with purchasing a small stake in  
Yokohama F Marinos, the J League Division 1 
club. It is CFG’s ambition to run an internation-
al network of sport franchises that include 
Australia’s Melbourne Heart, and the US Major 
League Soccer’s New York City Football Club, 
which is partly owned by the Major League 
Baseball team New York Yankees. 

Motor-racing mogul Lim takes 
over Valencia soccer club 

  Peter Lim, the Singaporean motor-racing 
entrepreneur, has agreed to buy a 70.4% in 
the financially beleaguered Valencia Club de 
Futbol, Spain’s Liga premier-league soccer 
club. Although the investment’s size is un-
known, it is expected to slash Valencia’s debts 
of €360m, including the €220m owed to bank-
ing group Bankia, a Reuters report says. The 
sale is being handled by Lim’s company  
Meriton Holdings, which is buying from  
Valencia Foundation. The deal includes  
cutting back ambitions for the club’s much-
delayed Nuevo Mestalla stadium. 

  Marc Lasry and Wesley Edens, two New 
York private investors, have bought National 
Basketball Association franchise Milwaukee 
Bucks for a reported US$550m from US  
senator/entrepreneur Herb Kohl, who bought it 
for US$18m in 1985; *US tech group Qual-
comm and investment fund Amura Capital 
have invested €50m in the new motor-sports 
league for electronic cars Formula E; *the 
leading nine NASCAR motorsports team  
owners have jointly launched the Race Team 
Alliance to gain a united voice when highlight-
ing their race-track needs.  

  US media conglomerate NBCUniversal has 
agreed to pay an estimated US$7.65bn for the 
US rights to the Olympic Games from 2021 to 
2032. It covers the Summer and Winter 
Games plus the Youth Olympic Games. But it 
excludes the US$100m NBCU will pay to-
wards a 2015-to-2020 campaign to promote 
Olympic values. Meanwhile, soccer’s global 
governing body FIFA announced that five 
countries (England, France, South Korea, New 
Zealand and South Africa) are competing for 
rights to host the 2019 Women’s World Cup.  

Briefs: Milwaukee Bucks;  
Formula E; NASCAR 

NBCUniversal goes for $7.65bn 
gold covering future Olympics 
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Social media gains advertising traction 
  Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter have announced major social-media marketing deals with global 
advertising agencies and their media units. Facebook sealed a deal valued at about US$500m with 
France-based Publicis, the world’s third largest advertising conglomerate renowned for its acquisition 
of digital agencies. The multi-year agreement is said to be the largest of its kind between an ad  
agency and a social-media platform. It will see Publicis’ media-investment agencies Starcom  
MediaVest and ZenithOptimedia, plus its digital agencies such as Razorfish, design and select where 
clients like Procter & Gamble will place their social-media campaigns on Facebook. The agencies will 
gain access to Facebook data, which will be added to Publicis’ other media data to determine what 
works creatively for clients. Omnicom, Publicis’ US-based multinational rival, clinched a similar deal 
worth US$100m with Instagram, Facebook’s mobile-delivered photo-sharing social network, earlier 
this year. Omnicom then closed a US$230m mobile-advertising contract with microblogging platform 
Twitter. This agreement will see Omnicom use MoPub, Twitter’s mobile-ad exchange platform, to 
insert appropriate ads in front of the most relevant Twitter users.  Meanwhile, Instagram’s rival Pinter-
est has been seeking solutions to its monetisation ambitions. Keen to capture the Japanese market, 
it has turned to Dentsu, Japan’s biggest ad agency, to extend its reach in the market. Compared to 
Facebook’s 1.1 billion active monthly users, Pinterest has about 70 million active users. But it could 
be helped by Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten, its biggest shareholder, which has about 200 
million registered users.  

Brand entertainment agency 
lures $10m in new funds 

 Talenthouse (MTF Issue No.7), the  
international social-media network that invites 
artists to create and share branded  
entertainment, has US$10m in new  
investment. The Series C round was led by 
Starwatch, part of ProSiebenSat.1 Media, the 
German commercial TV broadcaster. Other 
new investors include Hollywood actor Gerard 
Butler, and former Eurythmics Dave Stewart 
via his investment vehicle First Artist Bank. 
Talenthouse, whose members have produced 
entertainment content for brands like Coca-
Cola, has 3 million-plus registered artists.  

Official: Google is the world’s 
most valuable brand this year 

  Google has usurped Apple to the throne of 
the world’s most valuable brands in 2014, 
says The BrandZ Top 100 Most Valuable 
Brands report by Millward Brown Optimor. 
Google’s brand value soared 40% from last 
year to US$159bn thanks to a string of  
innovative developments in digital mapping, 
social media, mobile payment and wearable 
tech. The study felt Apple, which was No.1 
three years in a row, has not been inventive 
enough, and its brand value collapsed 20% to 
US$148bn.  

  Corbis Entertainment, part of Bill Gates’ 
photography-licensing group Corbis Images, 
has snapped up WSM Communications, the 
UK-based sports-and-entertainment marketing 
agency, for an undisclosed sum. WSM  
specialises in integrated-sponsorship cam-
paigns for global marketers like credit-card 
giant MasterCard and airline British Airways. It 
also has offices in the US, Brazil and Qatar. 
The acquisition is expected to help Corbis  
Entertainment, which focuses on branded  
entertainment, product placement, public  
relations and rights clearances, extend its  
international reach.  

  The FIFA 2014 World Cup soccer  
tournament in Brazil will accelerate growth 
rate for global advertising spend this year,  
according to ZenithOptimedia. In its recent 
Advertising Expenditure Forecasts, it predicts 
ad spend worldwide will grow 5.4% in 2014. 
This compares to 3.9% in 2013. Global  
economic recovery is expected to boost 
growth at a 5.7% rate next year, followed by a 
healthy 6.1% in 2016. Advertisers’ spend in 
the Eurozone is forecast to suffer from the 
Ukraine crisis.  

Bill Gates’ Corbis boosts  
marketing skills buying WSM 

ZenithOptimedia: 2014 World 
Cup speeds up ads-growth rate 
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Dubai to house first indoor city 
  The world’s first indoor temperature-controlled city is to be built in Dubai by property developer 
Dubai Holding. Called Mall of the World, it will cost an estimated US$7bn. The result will be a 48  
million sq ft tourism complex when completed by 2020, in time to be the star attraction at the UAE 
World Expo trade fair that year. It will be home to the world’s largest family indoor theme park, 100 
new hotels, parking space for 50,000-plus vehicles, plus the world’s biggest shopping mall with 8 
million sq ft of floor space. Additionally, the city will feature a replica of New York’s Broadway theatre 
district, London’s shopping district Oxford Street, and Barcelona’s La Rambla. The state-financed 
venture will include a retractable glass roof. It will close to protect the resort’s visitors during Dubai’s 
stifling hot season when temperatures rise as high as 50 degrees Celsius for a significant portion of 
the year. During the cooler season, the roof will open up. Among the 180 million visitors predicted 
annually will be an estimated 500,000 “medical tourists”, who will visit the “wellness area” for a  
variety of health remedies, ranging from spas to cosmetic surgery. The desert-laden United Arab 
Emirates has funded some of the world’s biggest architectural projects. It still has not finished Du-
bailand, the US$64bn leisure district aiming to compete with Disney’s theme parks. The 829.8-metre 
(2,722ft) Burj Khalifa was for several years the world’s tallest skyscraper.  

Philadelphia museum gets 
$165m Gehry master revamp 

 The Philadelphia Museum of Art in the US 
has unveiled details of the US$165m  
expansion plans, which have been master-
minded by Canadian-US starchitect Frank 
Gehry and are scheduled to be completed by 
2029. Originally designed by Horace  
Trumbauer and Zantzinger, Borie and Medary 
in 1908, the museum will be extended in the 
21st century with an extra 55,000sqft of  
exhibition space, a new grand interior space, a 
new east-west axis, plus a new 299-capacity 
auditorium.  

Hettama Group’s High Roller is 
world’s tallest Ferris Wheel  

  High Roller, the world’s tallest observation 
Ferris wheel based in Las Vegas and  
designed by California-based The Hettema 
Group, opened for business in March. At 550ft 
in height, it is 107ft taller than the historical 
London Eye, which belongs to Merlin  
Entertainments (MTF Issue No3), and about 
9ft more than Singapore Flyer (jointly owned 
by Germany’s Melcher and Orient & Pacific 
Management). High Roller is part of the LINQ, 
the US$550m outdoor retail-and-entertainment 
hub operated by gambling company Caesars 
Entertainment Corporation.  

  Architecture firms led by Japan’s Sou  
Fujimoto, Israeli-Canadian Moshe Safdie and 
Chinese star Ma Yansong are among  
contributors to the manual accompanying the 
first ever Lego building blocks aimed at the 
profession. Called Lego Architecture Studio 
and to be launched in August, the set contains 
1,200 units of white and transparent Lego 
blocks. It can be used to build miniatures of 
global landmarks or design original  
architectural models. It complements Denmark
-based Lego Group’s existing Lego  
Architecture series.  

  Infoversum, the Netherlands’ first-ever full-
dome cinema theatre with 3D projectors, was 
unveiled in July. Designed by Dutch  
architecture studio Archiview and located in 
Groningen, Infoversum is a temporary pop-up 
theatre that aims to bring together the world of 
cinema, culture, the arts and science under 
one roof. In addition to a science-themed  
interactive digital exhibition, there is a 20-
metre-long cinema screen. Should the public’s 
interest be strong enough, there are plans to 
extend the theatre’s life span. 

Sou Fujimoto contributes to 
new Lego Architecture manual 

Archiview draws first Dutch 
multi-creative cinema theatre 
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Books revenues remain steady in 2013 
  The value of the international book-publishing sector, in terms of revenue, remained steady in 
2013, according to The Global Ranking of the Publishing Industry 2014 report. The leading 56  
publishing conglomerates generated €53.6bn last year, based on a study that Austria-based author 
Dr Rudiger Wischenbart says depends heavily on the data supplied by the companies covered. The 
2013 value rises to €56.6bn for the total 60 companies analysed. But the report selected the leading 
56 publishing groups to make a fairer comparison with 2012, when data was available for only 54 
publishing companies. That year, they brought in €54.3bn. The revenues indicate print and text  
media remain a relatively stable business. Yet, they also continue to be vulnerable to the onslaught 
of digital-media technology and the growth of online video. Although UK-based Pearson led the top 
10 publishers, they reported revenue decreases, apart from US-based publisher Random House. 
The subsidiary of Germany’s Bertelsmann (MTF Issue No.12) ranked 5th place, with its increased 
revenues helped by the best-selling soft erotica Fifty Shades of Grey. Germany-based Holtzbrinck 
(7th) also reported revenue growth. Combined, the top 10 reported €26.98bn in revenues. This  
compares to €28.1bn the year before. However, in 2012, US-based McGraw-Hill Education (a private
-equity subsidiary of Apollo Global Management) did not submit revenue data, while North American 
conglomerate Cengage Learning’s revenue was missing in 2013. Cengage, also private equity 
owned by Apax Partners and OMERS Private Equity, emerged from bankruptcy early 2014.  

Time Inc goes solo after NYSE 
spinoff from Time Warner 

  Time Inc, the US’ biggest magazine  
publisher, is now trading on the New York 
Stock Exchange as an independent entity. The 
move follows its split from former parent  
company Time Warner, the global media  
conglomerate that will now focus on its  
movies, TV and TV/video distribution and  
digital-content assets, in June. Time Inc, which 
owns 23 US titles and 70 international  
magazine brands like Sports Illustrated, TIME, 
and People, floated with US$1.3bn in debt. Its 
enterprise value is about US$3.74bn.  

VICE Media blessed by $250m 
from TV giant A&E Networks 

  A&E Networks, the international TV group 
jointly owned by the Walt Disney Company 
and US media company Hearst Corporation, 
has reportedly agreed to pay US$250m for a 
10% stake in VICE Media. The move comes 
shortly Time Warner pulled out of plans to take 
over VICE, which now has a US$2.5bn  
valuation. VICE began 20 years ago as a print 
magazine in Canada. The controversial life-
style monthly with a circulation of 1.2 million 
still forms the core of what has become a multi
-media digital business.  

    UK supermarket Sainsbury’s has launched 
Sainsbury’s Children’s Book Awards, its first 
book prize. The nine shortlisted titles will be 
unveiled in October. The company already 
publishes children’s books. This awards news 
came just before Sainsbury’s unveiled its first 
autobiographical series. Called Ordinary  
People, Extraordinary Lives, it is an own-label 
series of books about individuals who have 
overcome impossible odds. They will be print-
ed via Little, Brown’s Constable & Robinson 
imprint. Sainsbury’s also operates an online 
store selling e-books, music and movies.  

  A group of famous authors, including thriller 
writer John Grisham and British novelist Lee 
Child, is urging readers to complain to  
Amazon.com CEO Jeff Bezos about what  
appears to be the online bookstore’s deliber-
ate delayed shipment of purchased books. 
The move came during a dispute between 
Amazon and the authors’ publisher Hachette. 
The latter alleges Amazon is deliberately  
delaying the delivery of books by weeks, in-
stead of the standard two days, unless 
Hachette agrees to new unfavourable terms 
and conditions.  

UK grocery store Sainsbury’s 
launches kids-books awards 

Best-selling authors protest 
against Amazon.com tactics 
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American Apparel gets a dressing down 
  US-based fashion group American Apparel has been mired by one woeful financial story after  
another. Following allegations of sexual and financial misconduct, founder/CEO Dov Charney has 
been suspended from his duties pending investigations into his management of the company. It had 
reported US$250m debts at the start of this year. The share value of the 25-year-old company has 
been declining. It also had problems paying back a US$9.9m loan from UK private-equity firm Lion 
Capital. It has demanded repayment well in advance of the original 2018 due date. To help out, 
hedge fund Standard General lent American Apparel US$25m. It has asked for five board directors, 
including Charney, to step down. Standard General will then select three new directors, while the 
other two will be jointly chosen with the company. The narrative gets complicated when it emerges 
that Standard General used the new funds to acquire the 43% stake Charney had gained within his 
own company. This was necessary as other board members refused to negotiate its future directly 
with him. FiveT Capital, the Switzerland-based investment group, had been the second biggest  
single shareholder. But it sold some of its stake following the company’s ongoing problems.  

Italy’s Clessidra snatches 35% 
of Harmont & Blaine 

  Clessidra, the Italy-based private-equity  
investment group, has grabbed 35% of  
Harmont & Blaine, the Italian casual-wear 
fashion manufacturer. The new funding, part 
of some reserved capital, will be used to  
expand the group internationally. New stores 
are planned for Kazakhstan, Morocco, Russia 
and Mexico. It also wants to broaden its port-
folio from the current menswear focus. In  
addition to making Clessidra the company’s 
biggest single shareholder, the move will  
prepare Harmont & Blaine for a prospective 
IPO listing in 2017 or 2018.  

Kering makes time to buy 
watch maker Ulysee Nardin 

  French luxury group Kering has taken over 
Switzerland-based Ulysse Nardin, a highly 
regarded independent family-owned watch-
maker. The acquisition is part of Kering’s goal 
to match the stature of rival luxury-and-
heritage watch manufacturers such as Swatch 
Group, LVMH, and Richemont, a Reuters  
report says. Ulysee Nardin will become part of 
Kering’s high-end watch portfolio that currently 
includes its Gucci range, JeanRichard and 
Girard-Perregaux. Ulysse Nardin is located in 
Le Locle, described as Switzerland’s watch-
production centre.  

  Francesco Arese, former president of the 
Italian Athletics Federation, has snapped up a 
majority stake in Finnish running and ski-
apparel retailer Karhu Holding; *US designer 
Michael Kors Holdings is expanding its retail 
business in Europe with a planned flagship 
store opening in London’s Regent Street in 
2015; *Net-a-Porter, the giant fashion  
e-commerce group, is extending its business 
into activewear and sportswear via a new  
subsidiary called Net-a-Sporter.  

  Private-equity firm Carlyle Group has sold 
its 7.13% interest in Moncler, the French/
Italian luxury sportswear and jackets maker, 
for €215m. The sale, completed in June, was 
at a small discount via the Milan’s Borsa  
Italiana stock exchange. Moncler listed  
December 2013 and held its shares via a  
vehicle called CEP (Carlyle Europe Partners) 
III Participations. Other Moncler shareholders 
include Eurazeo, the French investment fund 
that holds 23.3%. Brands Partners, which 
owns or has stakes in various European  
apparel brands, has 5%.  

Briefs: Karhu Holding; Michael 
Kors; Net-a-Porter 

Carlyle Group makes €215m 
from selling 7% Moncler stake 
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Duchamp chess set remade in 3D 
  The lost chess-set pieces of Marcel Duchamp, one of the 20th century’s most influential artists, 
have been reproduced from old photographs as a downloadable 3D-printed artwork called Ready-
make: Duchamp Chess Set. Named after Duchamp’s “Readymades” art forms, the digital Ready-
make can now be made by anyone using 3D-printing technology. The idea to reproduce Duchamp’s 
handcrafted king, queen, rooks, bishops, knights and pawns came from US conceptual artist Scott 
Kildall and colleague Brian Cera. They knew Duchamp, famous for challenging traditional notions of 
art with his surrealistic Readymades objects, was a fanatical chess player. A qualified chess Master, 
he also competed for his native France and had his own pieces specially carved out for him. But the 
originals are missing. After creating Playing Duchamp, an online game that simulated the way  
Duchamp played chess, in 2010, Kildall joined forces with Cera to reproduce Duchamp’s original set 
pieces. They found old photographs of the handmade originals, generated 3D designs from them, 
and programmed them into the printer. The digital software has also been designed to ensure every 
downloaded chess piece is unique instead of perfect imitations.  

Tracey Emin installation bed 
goes under hammer for £2.2m 

    My Bed, the controversial work centred on 
an unmade bed with dirty lingerie by “YBA” UK 
artist Tracey Emin, has been sold for a record 
£2.2m at a Christie’s auction. The acquisition, 
by renowned British art dealer and founder of 
London’s White Cube gallery Jay Joplin, is 
almost four times the £481,875 paid for her 
previous bestseller. Created in 1989, the in-
stallation was first shown at London’s Tate 
Gallery in 1999 before being nominated for the 
famed Turner Prize.  

Brazil art museum safe-
keeping $4.5n of stolen art 

  Some US$4.5m worth of allegedly ill-gotten 
contemporary art found in shipping containers 
in Brazil in July are being kept at Rio de  
Janeiro’s National Museum of Fine Arts while 
the case is investigated. Works by Sergio de  
Camargo, graffiti-artist twins Otavio and  
Gustavo Pandolfo (also known as Os  
Gemeos), plus Beatriz Milhazes were among 
the suspected loot being shipped from Florida. 
Port authorities say they suspect the smug-
gled works were part of a tax-avoidance and 
money laundering scheme.  

  London for Transport, the authority respon-
sible for public transport in England’s capital, 
has commissioned a 203-foot-long work by US 
photographer Trevor Paglen. Called An  
English Landscape, the panoramic image is 
installed along a disused platform at the 
Gloucester Road subway station. It is said to 
be influenced by classical English landscape 
paintings of JMW Turner and John Constable. 
As a commentary on today’s controversial 
global surveillance by governments, this North 
Yorkshire landscape work features buildings 
for the American Surveillance Base.  

  Sincura Group, the UK event organiser and 
concierge-services provider, is reported to be 
in talks with The Old London Underground 
Company to include Banksy’s works in the 
world’s first street-art museum. Banksy is the 
anonymous graffiti artist famous for a popular 
series of social-commentary street art. But, 
Sincura has been attacked for removing 
Banksy works that were displayed on  
buildings. The firm reportedly once tried to sell 
the murals without Banksy’s permission at 
guide prices ranging from £500,000 to £1m.  

UK subway installs 203ft-long 
espionage landscape photo 

Controversial Banksy owners  
mulling street art museum 
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Italy adopts EU design rights protection 

  Italy has finally adopted a long delayed EU legislation that for the first time protects the work of 
high-quality furniture designers. The EU’s 2001 Information Society directive included provisions  
giving furniture designers’ work the same protection as any other artistic work. But it was only in April 
that the legislation was adopted locally. That means the work of a quality-brand furniture designer is 
protected for 70 years after his or her death. Making unlicensed copies infringes copyright and 
breaks the law. The law’s hold-up created a fractious industry. The brand imitators formed the  
Consorzio Origini association to fight against the EU law’s adoption. During the period between the 
EU directive coming into effect and Italy’s long-postponed adoption, the market for cheap imitations 
soared in value. Italian designers’ association Altagamma estimates revenues generated from  
bargain imitations grew to €1.7bn in 2013 from €1.2 in 2010. Not only did this deprive the original 
designers of income but, according to associations representing the major brand owners, it also hurt 
Italy’s international reputation for creating superior original designs. But Altagamma and other design 
industry organisations like Indicam sued the government for failing to incorporate EU law that would 
protect their rights and won.  

US Supreme Court rules cloud-
TV platform Aereo illegal 

  The US Supreme Court has ruled in favour 
of the country’s terrestrial-TV broadcasters in 
their copyright-theft dispute with Aereo. Using 
technology to offer access to broadcast-TV 
channels via miniature antennae stored in the 
‘cloud’, Aereo gave multi-platform viewers  
access to the ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox net-
works for only US$8 a month. The networks 
argued Aereo was effectively a cable-TV  
operator allowing viewers to watch streaming 
programmes live and record for later viewing; 
so it had to pay retransmission fees.  

MOG founder sues newly  
Apple-owned Beats Music 

  David Hyman is seeking US$20m-plus in 
damages from Beats Electronics, which has 
been acquired by tech conglomerate Apple for 
US$3bn. Beats Electronics includes the fledg-
ling but acclaimed US music-streaming  
service Beats Music. It was launched after 
Beats Electronics, co-founded by music  
producer Dr Dre and industry executive Jimmy 
Iovine, took over Hyman’s groundbreaking 
MOG and hired him in 2012. Hyman now  
alleges that he lost a potential equity share 
(worth an estimated US$80m) due to him after 
he was constructively dismissed.  

  The Global Repertoire Database, the 
planned database for all metadata on the 
world’s compositions based on information 
supplied by music publishers and collecting 
societies, has gone bust; *Hollywood’s  
Motion Picture Association of America has 
joined Chinese video website Xunlei to create 
educational anti-piracy campaigns; *FPM and 
Fapav, the Italian anti-piracy groups for the 
music and movie businesses respectively and 
the local Interactive Advertising Bureau, have 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 
Google to ban ads on illegal websites.  

  CISAC, the royalties-collection societies’ 
global umbrella organisation, has partnered 
with Spanish technology company BMAT to 
enhance the identification of music tracks 
wherever they are played. CISAC’s ISWC  
coding will be integrated into BMAT’s Vericast, 
a system used to identify music on 3,000-plus 
radio and TV stations in more than 50  
countries. The agreement comes at a time 
when digital-music services need accurate 
metadata (detailed information about each 
recording and composition) to ensure rights 
owners receive the royalties due.  

Briefs: Global Repertoire  
Database; Xunlei; Google 

CISAC, BMAT form pact to  
enhance music ID performance 
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RAI ADV:  

A major corporation launching its own  
ad agency in-house; not the done thing!  

But Italian broadcaster RAI has done so to shift its image  
from stuffy state-owned institution to  21st century  

multi-platform media conglomerate;  
it must be succeeding;  

it is already winning international prizes for its campaigns 

To communicate with their consumers, major 
brands have hired outside advertising agen-
cies to create marketing campaigns since time 
immemorial. But digital media is making the 
once unthinkable thinkable. Brand owners can 
use it to set up and operate their own internal 
advertising agencies. 
  And RAI, Italy’s national public TV and radio 
broadcaster, not only thinks so, it has also 
done so. 
  Last year, it launched the RAI ADV agency, 
which has already created award-winning 
campaigns for the corporation (it won two gold 
and three silver gongs at this year’s Pro-
maxBDA Europe in London during March). 
Moreover, it has embarked on creating them 
for third-party clients. 
  Some 90 years since its inception, the broad-
caster has been compelled to steer away from 
its brand image as a stuffy state-owned  
institution and reposition it as a contemporary 
profit-centric multi-platform media corporation 
with a future. 
  The conventional wisdom would have been 
to use third-party experts such as ad agencies 
to deliver RAI’s brand messages with objective 
authority. 
  Apart from the odd operations, such as South 
Korean car manufacturing group Hyundai  
Motor Company using its subsidiary Innocean 
Worldwide since 2008, the “in-house” agency 
concept is very rare. 
  But RAI, which has been struggling financial-
ly and been resisting demands to be privat-
ised, knows a makeover of the brand is long 
overdue and its answer is to take on the job 
from within.  
 

The in-house ad agency 
When Luigi Gubitosi became director general 
of the struggling RAI in 2012, he welcomed 
the concept, says Pierluigi Colantoni, at that  

time a RAI promotion executive and a former 
account manager at international ad agencies 
Saatchi & Saatchi and BBDO. 
  Colantoni (pictured) was promoted to the 
post of creative director and head of  
advertising, and asked to work with director of 
communications and external affairs Costanza 

Escaplon to set up RAI ADV. The new venture 
would develop and distribute campaigns fo-
cused on RAI’s corporate and consumer im-
age and brands. Italy’s ad agencies, some of 
whom RAI ADV still collaborates with mainly 
for print-media ads, initially showed scepticism 
and scoffed. TV networks and broadcasters 
should focus on only selling TV and radio  
airtime as well as digital-media space to ad-
vertisers. In RAI’s case, its advertising-sales 
on cinema screens. 

FEATURE 
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  However, times are changing. The very  
digital technology and media that global  
advertising agencies spend millions on ensure 
their clients can reach today’s digital-native  
audiences (see WPP Group profile in MTF 
No.19) is, in theory, accessible to virtually  
anyone. 
  There is no reason why their existing and po-
tential clients, such as RAI, can’t use the same 
resources internally. Whether it be  
trailers, commercials, branded emails, social-
media campaigns, online promotions, partnering 
major live events or social messages, RAI ADV 
will be the creator. RAI ADV is putting that  
premise into practice and the entrepreneurial 
gamble is yielding results. 
  At the PromaxBDA Europe awards mentioned 
earlier, RAI walked away a winner for the first 
time thanks to its promos for, among others, the 
broadcaster’s coverage of the Rome Film  
Festival (see photos on page 18), its participa-
tion in the United Nations-backed Universal  
Children’s Day, the rebranding of the RAI 5  
culture and documentaries TV channel, and the 
animation created to raise awareness for RAI’s 
Radio 2. It has launched campaigns for events 
that are being covered by RAI TV, such as the 
Rome Film Festival, the Venice Film Festival 
and the FIFA World Cup. Other campaigns in-
clude activity for the World War I anniversary, 
and the 90th anniversary of Radio RAI. 
  The proposition is going to get tougher as  
Colantoni and his RAI ADV team are being  
scrutinised closely by the intensely competitive 
ad-agency community in case they take a mis-
step, fall flat on their faces and come begging 
for forgiveness. After all, the RAI empire would 
be a huge client for any ad agency.  
 
RAI ADV’s toughest client 
With 15 TV channels (including the flagship  
national networks RAI 1, RAI 2, and RAI 3), 10 
radio stations and three web portals to create 
marketing campaigns for, Colantoni has taken 
on a complicated task. 
  But he is confident that using RAI’s production 
skills, creative talent and resources makes more 
sense than relying on outsiders who might give 
RAI a slick image that does not complement its 
domestic and international business cultures. 
  Italian in origin, RAI is also a co-founder of the 
European Broadcasting Union. In addition to the 
domestic media services mentioned earlier, it 
broadcasts the RAI International network via 
satellite signals abroad, and its subsidiary RAI 
Trade sells several programmes like The Broken 
Years (Gli Anni Spezzati), Antidrug Squad (La 
Narcotici) and The Family 2 (Una Grande  
Famiglia 2) to foreign broadcasters. 

  Since the 2008 global recession, RAI has been 
among the numerous media conglomerates hit 
by the economic crisis. Auditel figures indicate 
that in 2013, the Italian TV market share was 
dominated by commercial-TV group Mediaset 
(part of the media colossus owned by  
controversial former Prime Minister Silvio  
Berlusconi) with 36.2%. 
  RAI followed with a 33.1% share, while the  
remainder included 21st Century Fox’ Sky Italia 
and Fox (8.2%), Discovery Communications 
(6.4%), and Cairo Communication’s La7  
network. Investment in Italy’s advertising market 
fell 12% in 2013 from 2012. TV advertising  
revenues dropped 10%, according to Nielsen 
data. Italy must also be one of a very few  
developed markets to report a drop in Internet 
advertising (by 2%), a medium category that is 
soaring in most parts of the world. 
  Majority controlled (99.56%) by the ministry of 
economy and finance, RAI is funded by compul-
sory public licence fees and advertising. Reve-
nues fell to €2.6bn in 2012 from €3.1bn in 2005. 
While licence-fee revenues grew to €1.75bn in 
2012, from €1.71bn in 2011, ad revenues fell to  
€675m in 2012 from €965m the year before. 
  In 2013, a year into Gubitosi’s reign, RAI  
reported a profit of €5.3m. This was small for a 
corporation with 13,000 employees, but a major 
step in the right direction considering it reported 
losses of €200m in 2013. 
   RAI ADV’s mission is to take this initial  
positive development in the finances to boost 
RAI’s standing in the local and global TV and 
entertainment business. 
 
The need for rejuvenation 
RAI’s share of the national TV audience is  
ageing. The broadcaster’s use of social media 
as part of the marketing mix has been underde-
veloped. The practice of engaging the young 
members of its audience with immersive extra 
digital content had been virtually ignored. The 
country’s citizens have treated their licence fees 
as a whim to be paid whenever they felt like it. 
  It was time they understood the brand is worth 
paying for, Colantoni says as RAI ADV puts an 
end to the antiquated practices. 
   Among the first major moves has been to 
gather access to RAI’s rich creative and produc-
tion resources. 
  They include four production centres, 60  
theatres and auditoriums, 20 regional offices, 
150 editing suites and one internationally  
renowned orchestra (Orchestra Sinfonica  
Nazionale), plus access to up to 400 screen and 
voice-over actors, as well as TV presenters they 
already work with. The facilities for the  
production of home-made ad campaigns are 
already there. 
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For still images, there is a partnership with  
Getty Images, plus the broadcaster’s own  
phenomenal archive of photographs, while  
music for soundtracks can be licensed via SIAE, 
the country’s music-licensing agency (which 
happens to be RAI’s minority shareholder). 
 

_________ 
 
Colantoni talks to MTF about why RAI needed to 
defy traditional practices and bring the creativity 
for RAI’s own advertising and media-marketing 
strategy in-house. Even more daunting, he  
explains, was winning over RAI’s own board of 
directors and employees to embrace this radical 
idea of the brand owner creating and marketing 
its own brand image and message.  
 
MTF: Did launching an in-house ad agency 
have anything to do with the need to cut 
costs at RAI? 
 
Colantoni: Cost-saving is normally the reasons 
given. This definitely was not my first objective. I 
wanted to find a new identity, a vision that we  
could share. Like most big corporations, we 
lacked homogeneity. Ad agencies had ideas that 
were cool, but what was happening in-house 
was very different. At the end of the day, you 
didn’t know who was speaking (on behalf of the 
brand). Was it the old bureaucratic entity or the 
aspiring modern company? But the move has 
helped to cut costs. For example, we’ve organ-
ised a public tender for a €130,000 (campaign); 
€8,000 alone was for the creative. Three years 
ago, the budget would have been €2m. 
 
MTF: How did Italy’s ad agencies, which 
would have liked the opportunity to pitch for 
the job, react when they learned RAI was  
going to control its own advertising? 
 
Colantoni: Ad agencies’ response to taking the 
agency in-house came after our popular licence-
fee campaign. There was a lot of criticism. 
Agencies approached me to suggest they could 
do it more cheaply. I also know many people in 
the industry, so I’ve many options for when we 
need outside skills. You need to know who the 
best animators or production companies are in 
the market. That is not possible if you’re relying 
on one ad agency. If I need to shoot photo-
graphs, I know some of the best photographers 
at agencies. I tell them I want to pay the right 
(fairest) price. If it is €80,000 for just for the  
creativity, then I can say whether or not it is too 
much because I know what the real prices are. 
But we gained more social-media followers as 
people wanted to know more about what we 
were doing. 

MTF: Does that mean you don’t use any  
external agencies at all? 
 
Colantoni: Of course not; we realise we can’t 
do everything so we work with other agencies, 
especially for print ads.  
 
MTF: You said one of the major plans is to 
win over more young people to the RAI TV 
and radio brand, especially via social media. 
 
Colantoni: We try to use our social networks 
more to engage with fans, and win over more 
young viewers because most of our audience is 
old, especially for RAI 1 and 2. 
 
MTF: So, how are you going about that? 
 
Colantoni: A great example is our campaign for 
Red Bracelets (Braccialetti Rossi, the youth  
drama series that launched on RAI 1 last year). 
It was the first time we had a major social  
campaign for an audience much younger than 
the RAI average viewer. With an audience of 7 
million, if only 1% goes to Twitter, that would be 
an achievement for us. So we want to do more 
(social-media) campaigns.  
 
MTF: Creatively, what barriers did you  
initially encounter when you started working 
with RAI’s own production teams? 
 
Colantoni: RAI produces the coverage for the 
Sanremo Music Festival (Italy’s biggest singing-
talent competition). But I realised there were a 
substantial number of difficulties. We didn’t have 
all the skills required to create a 30-second spot, 
(TV programme production) staff had difficulty 
understanding that. So we had to bring in a  
director of photography to work in a different 
way. And the trailers for our coverage of the 
2014 FIFA World Cup are an example of the 
careful use of external resources for a cam-
paign. For the first time, it forced us to start  
planning a year ahead, instead of waiting until 
the last minute.  
 
MTF: How did RAI employees and audience 
respond to the internal-agency move? 
 
Colantoni: With 13,000 employees, it was going 
to be difficult to get everyone to share the same 
vision of what the RAI brand means. Like most 
big (state-owned) corporations, we lacked  
homogeneity. Our vision meant fighting against 
that lack of consistency, finding a common  
language and becoming a recognisable brand 
message. The challenges included finding 
strong key visuals (as in the campaign for the  
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film-production unit RAI Cinema by linking that 
to the Rome Film Festival, which featured a 
bright red carpet winding its way from all over 
the world, through the streets of Rome until it 
reaches the front of the Auditorium Parco della 
Musica, Italy’s most visited venue). We had to 
create a culture of ‘trust’, otherwise you can’t 
make any serious agency, including ours, work.  
 
MTF: What new media concepts are you  
using that were not being applied before? 
 
Colantoni: Branded email: I think we were the 
last (network) to use this strategy. RAI has 
12,000 employees. That amounts to 1.2m  
contacts a month. We had been acting as if we 
were still in 2008; but we’ve changed that here. 
Six to seven minutes from the end of the news 
programme, people want to change channels; 
so we’ve made it important for the news anchors 
to invite viewers to stay on and watch the next 
programmes.  There is our radio service.  We 
give radio the same amount of TV (advertising) 

inventory even though targeted at different  
audiences. That way we could extend  
the TV audience to radio, which was losing  
audience share. And the use of social media 
campaign for the multi-platform Red Bracelet 
series was a 360-degrees success. One month 
before the first episode premiered, we made 
free apps available for Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram, which encouraged second-screen 
activity and led to hundreds of thousands of 
tweets and Facebook friends. 
 
MTF: Has the adventure of creating your own 
advertising agency for RAI been easy? 
 
Colantoni:  As a public service broadcaster, 
we’re a little bit slower. At the beginning (of my 
appointment), I thought the changes would be 
more revolutionary, and I thought we could do 
everything in-house and at once. What we have 
to do is understand everything and work on the 
many different aspects at different paces. 
MTF 
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RAI ADV’s award-winning creative works 

Clockwise from top left:  TV licence-fee  
commercials; Rebranding RAI 5; Rome Film  

Festival campaign; UN’s Universal Children’s Day  
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 THE CREATIVE CORPORATE 

PROFILE 
Burberry Group, UK/Global 

industries to boost the value of its sleekly  
designed gadgets. 
  Despite being described as meek and humble 
in most media profiles, Bailey can hold his hand 
up and claim to have been the creative power 
behind Ahrendts’ throne. He deserves a crack at 
the crown, mainly because you feel he will know 
how to continue caring for and nurturing the 
brand. 
  He has won several ‘designer of the year’ 
awards, and been rewarded with the highly  
coveted MBE by the British government via the 
Queen of England’s honours list. 
 
C Bailey as CEO and CCO 
As CEO, Bailey receives a basic salary of 
£1.1m, plus a performance-linked package,  
including company shares and cash bonuses, 
as well as £440,000 in allowances. Combine 
them all plus the free shares he received last 
year, and Bailey is set to collect remuneration 
worth up to £8m annually, according to reports. 
  However, with Burberry competitors under-
standably trying to poach him, the company’s 
board of directors also offered Bailey a “golden 
hello” package in the form of even more shares 
not linked to performances. 
  These would have been worth an estimated 
£19 m in 2013. In all, Bailey was going to collect 
almost £30m for 2013, if he agreed to stay at 
Burberry for at least another five years. 
  With him keeping the CCO role as well, the 
board of directors felt he deserved everything 
they could offer to keep him. 
  While this would have reassured fans of conti-
nuity in the business and brand cultures at  
Burberry, shareholders were not amused. In 
fact, at an annual general meeting in July, more 
than 52% of them revolted against the package. 
This meant a return to the drawing board for the 
management to determine what to do next  
without losing their new CEO. 
  In the meantime, those afraid Bailey was tak-
ing on too much with both the CEO and CCO 
job titles, should be relieved to learn otherwise. 
He has appointed Luc Goidadin to the newly 
created position of chief design officer. Goidadin 
was previously senior vice president design of 
womenswear, childrenswear and textiles. 
  Bailey has also turned to TV, another thriving 

Richard Branson and the Virgin Group; Sir 
Martin Sorrell and WPP Group (MTF Issue 
No.19); the late Steve Jobs at Apple; and Mark 
Zuckerberg at Facebook: only a handful of 
CEOs are synonymous with the multinational 
empires they founded and ruled. And they are 
invariably linked to the creative sectors. 
  Christopher Bailey, former chief creative officer 
(CCO) turned new CEO at UK-based Burberry 
Group, is the most recent to join that cosy club 
of the corporate elite.  
  But Bailey, still in his early forties, did not  
originate the 158-year-old quintessentially  
British luxury and designer-label fashion brand  
Burberry. The CEOs of competitors like Prada, 
Gucci and Armani have included their founders 
at one point. 
  There is no disputing the impact Bailey has 
personally had on the branding at Burberry, 
where he is responsible for the design of all its 
collections, products, advertising, corporate art, 
architectural design, multimedia content, brand 
image, plus The Burberry Foundation charity.  
  Yet, it is his hands-on use of digital media,  
innovative technology and the arts that has con-
tributed to the London-headquartered operation 
and its wares becoming a multi-billion brand.  
 
The creative corporate 
Very, very rarely is the creative chief, who has 
been responsible for the image, reputation, the 
look, function and design of a product brand, 
made CEO. The latter role requires its player to 
oversee the nuts and bolts underpinning the 
corporate finance and capitalisation, the shares’ 
value, and the profit-and-loss status of a publicly 
quoted corporation like Burberry, which is on the 
London Stock Exchange. 
  If you remove the creative role and ask him to 
focus on becoming only a corporate beast who 
rules the conglomerate, you endanger the  
catalyst behind the business success in the first 
place. In Burberry’s case, however, it is openly 
acknowledged it is Bailey’s creative vision that 
has underpinned the group’s meteoric commer-
cial growth during the reign of his predecessor 
Angela Ahrendts.  
  The industry could not imagine anyone else but 
Bailey replacing her after she was poached by  
Apple, the tech giant relying on the creative  
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creative sector, to take on BBC Worldwide’s  
digital chief officer Daniel Heaf to be the group’s 
senior vice president of digital commerce. 
 
The corporation 
For most of its existence since it was founded in 
1856, Burberry was famous for its iconic trench 
coats and the red-black-camel check-pattern 
fashion designs associated with class, taste, and 
luxury. But it was always a niche brand com-
pared to other luxury products. 
  The brand lost its way in the 1990s, when it 
was adopted by the quaintly named “Chav” set, 
a disparaging British term that referred to a  
social class of people said to lack refinement 
and elegance. 
  Following his appointment as Burberry’s  
creative director in 2008 and during the period 
he was promoted to chief creative officer a year 
later, Bailey and Ahrendts embarked on a  
strategy to drag the brand away from the  
negative reputation that had also made cheap 
and counterfeit copies proliferate. 
  Today, Burberry represents acceptable exclu-
sivity, even when consumers remain cautious 
about conspicuous extravagance following the 
recent global economic slump. Although a UK 
business, 75% of its profits come from outside 
the country.  
  Revenues in the fiscal year ending 31 March 
2014 came to £2.33bn compared to £1.99bn 
(a17% hike) in 2013 and compared to a mere 
£675m 10 years before. Pre-tax profit jumped 
8% to £461m. The amount of net cash in the 
coffers is £403m, from £297m the previous  
financial year, while capital expenditure dropped 
£154m from £176m during the same period. 
  An estimated 70% of its revenues are generat-
ed from retail outlets. The group’s global retail 
chain includes 215 mainline stores, 227  
concession stores, and 70 franchise stores in  
32 countries. And 75% of the planned £200m  
in capital to be spent in 2014 will be on retail 
development. 
  The British flagship store in the UK is in  
London’s Regent’s Street, an exact replica of 
which was recently opened in Shanghai. China 
is one of Burberry’s fastest growing retail  
markets. There is also the burberry.com  
e-commerce platform, which is available in 40 
countries and is localised into 11 languages. 
With it comes a click-to-chat online customer 
service in a variety of languages. 
  Admittedly, most of these robust financial fig-
ures were achieved while Ahrendts was CEO; 
she officially left this May. But what she left  
behind, she has admitted, was built with Bailey; 
they modernised a heritage brand for 21st-
century consumers, but with assets that have 
room for potential growth.  

  The Burberry Group has a capitalisation value 
of £6.4bn. In 2013, it was ranked 77th among the 
world’s most valuable brands by Interbrand con-
sultancy group, and the seventh most valuable 
luxury brand after Louis Vuitton (MTF Issue 
No.11), Gucci, Hermes, Cartier, Prada, and  
Tiffany & Co. 
  In May this year, Millward Brown BrandZ’s Top 
100 Most Valuable Global Brands listed Burber-
ry the eighth most valuable luxury brand; it  
entered the overall UK’s Top 10 ranking for the 
first time ever. In terms of assets, Burberry’s 
strong points are its women’s and men’s trench 
coats; ready-to-wear apparel under the 
Prorsum, London and Brit sub-brands; plus 
shoes, bags, and accessories. 
  Catwalk models and celebrities have modelled 
Burberry attires and accessories for ad  
campaigns in international glossy magazines. 
The models include Cara Delevingne, Malaika 
Firth, Suki Waterhouse, Kate Moss and Jourdan 
Dunn, plus celebrities who include actor Eddie 
Redmayne and Emma Watson.  
The company is also making use of newcomer 
male models Oli Green, Callum Ball and Tarun 
Nijjer at a time when men’s fashion is its fastest 
growing category. 
  Burberry recently expanded into the beauty 
and fragrance markets. Its beauty, 
fragrance and skincare businesses combined 
are small (£144m) compared to L’Oreal’s  
Lancome, which oversees a reported £4bn-plus 
operation.  
  But with the Burberry Brit Rhythm fragrance for 
men and women, and a new range of make-up 
and cosmetic products, Burberry plans to make 
an impact in the beauty business too via e-
commerce. 
 
Digital and creative content  
Burberry took advantage of the makeover  
required in the 2000s to embrace online adver-
tising, mobile apps, and e-commerce to engage 
with the affluent and aspiring shoppers it 
sought. During the process, Bailey gained a  
reputation for its innovative use of digital media 
and technology.  
  Bailey’s creative outlook included the radical 
move of setting up an online music-video label. 
The company worked with unsigned music art-
ists, organised live pop-and-rock concerts as 
well as technology-centred live fashion shows to 
promote the brand at retail outlets all over the 
world. 
 
Digital innovation: content 
In 2011, Burberry became the first designer la-
bel to release a single for a new product; the 
song, Rosé, was for its new fragrance Body and 
it was performed by UK alternative rock band  
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The Feeling. 
  Burberry has been the most radical of the  
global luxury brands to make creative content 
core to its branding and sales strategy. The 
company says there is evidence that the aver-
age amount of time spent by visitors to its  
Burberry Acoustic music micro-site is 18 
minutes compared to 7.8 minutes for the total 
website Burberry.com. 
  Burberry Acoustic is devoted to music videos 
of unsigned but emerging artists. They are  
usually singer-songwriters performing their 
songs, getting promoted to Burberry’s millions of 
social-media followers, with some reporting best
-selling tracks on Apple’s iTunes, the world’s 
biggest downloadable-music store.  
  Osca, Benjamin Clementine, Lion Bark and 
Billie Marten are among the emerging artists 
that Burberry has offered a platform to for their 
performances at either a fashion show or on the 
Burberry Acoustic web page. When Marten’s 
was posted on Burberry Acoustic in May, she 
pulled in more than 2,807 Likes and 242 shares 
on Facebook within six hours. 
  Some of the acts are used as models in digital 
marketing campaigns. For an eyewear  
campaign launched a couple of years ago on 
Vogue online, emerging British band were fea-
tured playing their instruments while wearing 
sunglasses. 
  UK bands, including Life in Film, One Night 
Only and The Daydream Club, were featured. 
Where relevant, visitors to the online ad could 
click to buy the glasses, and click to listen to 
tracks or buy them.  
  Burberry has also converted its London flag-
ship store in Regent Street into a physical-
meets-digital universe called Burberry World 
Live.  
  Part of the ground floor of the former cinema 
theatre has been redesigned into a stage where 
chart toppers like Tom Odell, Jake Bugg and 
Kaiser Chiefs have performed at the Live at 121 
Regent Street series, free ticketed gigs with a 
crowd capacity of up to 1,000 people. 
  The company worked with London innovative-
marketing agency Holition (MTF Issue No.18) to 
put on a catwalk show two years ago in Beijing, 
featuring 3D holograms of models mixing with 
real-life models on the runway. 
  During the opening of Burberry’s flagship store 
for Asia in Shanghai this year, the catwalk show 
featured live music performances by Paloma 
Faith and Ed Harcourt.  
  Bailey has pushed for social-media networks 
to be used to promote the original content it  
invests in. By 2011, it was the most followed 
luxury-brand owner on social media. Today, it 
has more than 17 million Facebook fans, nearly 
3 million Twitter followers, 1.5 million Instagram 

followers, 86,000-plus Pinterest users, and 
more than 109,000 subscribers for its  
YouTube channel, which has had more than 33 
million views. 
  With Art of the Trench, Burberry’s Tumblr 
page, the group invites users to post photo-
graphs of themselves or other people wearing 
the iconic trench coat in imaginative or  
resourceful ways. This has become a powerful 
platform for marketing the coat and making  
admirers feel they are part of Burberry’s strate-
gy. In June, Burberry invited its Twitter followers 
to watch the show for the Spring/Summer  
collection online, live or on demand, again mak-
ing them part of the company’s marketing mix. 
 
Digital innovation: e-commerce 
As Burberry expands the categories of luxury 
and fashion items it produces and sells, the 
more e-commerce is used to offer flexible  
distribution and sales channels. 
  For example, the group decided to expand its 
interests in the cosmetics and fragrance busi-
nesses. It has started by bringing the business 
licensed to franchises and partners in-house. 
Fragrance had previously been licensed to 
Procter & Gamble, L’Oreal and Inter Parfums. 
But under its control, the beauty and fragrance 
products can be marketed with the same con-
sistent message as Burberry’s other goods. 
  Fragrances like Burberry Body and Brit 
Rhythm are increasingly being made available 
on online stores like Amazon.com and 
Tmall.com, the online-shopping site operated by 
Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba Group.  
  In China, Burberry has hooked up with 
WeChat, Tencent Holding’s multi-media  
messaging service with about 400 million  
registered users, as a gateway to growing its 
China customer base. 
  The company has been using franchises to sell 
products in Japan via licensees Mitsui and 
Sanyo Shokai. The Japanese franchise  
contracts have ended and e-commerce is  
expected to take up a large chunk of Burberry’s 
Japanese business.  
The move comes after the company bought 
back its Chinese franchise in 2010 for £70m 
from Kwok Hang Holdings. 
  Future plans are expected to be influenced by 
developments at Burberry World Live, the  
London store where tiny digital computer chips 
are implanted inside Burberry apparels.  
  Once activated, the chip can trigger a video 
illustrating the item’s production history in the 
nearby mirrors.  
  Apple iPad tablets are also available at the 
shops or at catwalk shows for users to order 
what they see and like. When ordered at cat-
walk shows, buyers can expect delivery within  
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six weeks, as opposed to up to the six months it  
took in the past to order anything from new  
collections. 
  Burberry’s approach is that if an effort has 
been made to see the show live or online, that 
effort should be reciprocated by the company to 
give the consumer special access to its prod-
ucts. 
  Another special offering for customers is  
Burberry Bespoke, an online service that allows 
buyers of the trench coats to customise the  
design and look to their own specifications and 
make an order 
  And in addition to these extra distances that 
the company goes for devoted purchasers, the  
 

24-hour customer service has its own Twitter 
account. 
 
The future 
Whatever the outcome of shareholders’ nega-
tive response to his pay package as CEO, the 
industry will want to see what Christopher  
Bailey, new CEO, plans to do next with digital 
technology and media to promote the brand. 
Will Burberry one day find itself launching a 
sideline in recorded music or live entertainment 
using virtual reality and digital technology?  
Bailey has shown he has the imagination to pull 
that off, if relevant to the Burberry brand. Every-
thing looks possible in the digital space. 
MTF 
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Edinburgh: International TV Festival 
21-23 August 2014 
@: Edinburgh International Conference 
Centre 
Organised by: The Guardian 
About: top UK TV broadcast and  
production decision makers gather 
to debate the  industry’s future  
Details: www.geitf.co.uk 

London: 100% Design 
17-20 September 2014 
@: Earls Court 
Organised by: Media 10 
About: The UK’s biggest design event for  
architects, interior designers, and retailers 
Details: www.100percentdesign.co.uk 
 
London: Music 4.5 - Smart Radio 
23 September 2014 
@: 5 Chancery Lane, Clifford’s Inn, EC4A 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: Music/tech delegates debate what’s 
next for streaming technology, the hottest  
distribution format for recorded music  
Details: www.music4point5.com 

Singapore: Singapore International  
Photography Festival 
3 October-30 November 2014 
@: Various venues 
Organised by: SIPF Festival 
About: Works of 48 selected photographers 
from 23 countries at Southeast Asia’s largest 
biennial photography event 
Details: www.sipf.sg 

Cannes: MIPCOM 
13-16 October 2014 
@: Palais des Festivals 
Organised by: Reed MIDEM 
About: Renowned international entertainment
-content trade show and networking platform 
Details: www.mipcom.com 

London: London Photo Festival 
16-18 October  2014 
@: TBC 
Organised by: Abitoffthemapp Photography 
About: Gathering of investors, creators and 
users of computer graphics and interactive 
technology 
Details: www.londonphotofestival.org 
 
 

Venice: Venice Architecture Biennale 2014 
7 June-23 November 2014 
@: The Giardini; The Arsenale; other venues 
Organised by: La Biennale 
About: 14th international exhibition for  
discovering the new, innovative and daring in 
architectural design 
Details: ww.labiennale.org 
 
Budelsdorf: NordArt 2014 
14 June-12 October 2014 
@: Carlshutte (Germany) 
Organised by: Kunstwerk Carlshutte 
About: Nearly 2,500 artists from 90 countries 
take part in this international arts exhibition 
and competition  
Details: www.kunstwerk-carlshuette.de/en/ 
 
San Diego: Comic Con International 
24-27 July 2014 
@: Festival Pavilion, Fort Mason Center 
Organised by: San Diego Comic Convention 
About: US’ biggest comic-book convention, 
where computer and video-games giants find 
stories ideas for new digital games  
Details: www.comic-con.org 
 
London: Film4 Summer Screen 
7-20 August 2014  
@: Somerset House 
Organised by: Channel Four  Television 
About: London’s premier open-air cinema  
Details: www.somersethouse.org.uk 
 
Edinburgh: International Book Festival 
9-25 August 2014 
@: Charlotte Square Gardens 
Organised by: Edinburgh Int’l Book Festival 
About: For authors, writers and their fans  
Details: ww.edbookfest.co.uk 
 
Vancouver: Siggraph 2014 
10-14 August 2014 
@: Vancouver Convention Centre 
Organised by: ACM Siggraph 
About: Gathering of investors, creators and 
users of computer graphics and interactive 
technology 
Details: www.s2014.siggraph.org 
 
Cologne: Gamescom 
13-17 August 2014 
@: Koelnmesse 
Organised by: BIU 
About: The mega event for interactive  
games and entertainment 
Details: ww.gamescom-cologne.com 
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London: The Bookseller Futurebook  
Conference 
14 November 2014 
@: QEII Conference Centre 
Organised by: The Bookseller Group 
About: Industry leaders and speakers examine 
what future holds for book publishing at net-
working event 
Details: www.thebookseller.com/conferences 
 
Orlando: IAAPA Attractions Expo 
17-21 November 2014 
@: Orange County Convention Center 
Organised by: IAAPA 
About: The US’ biggest event for the theme-
parks/attractions industries and designers 
Details: www.iaapa.org 

London: Data 
19 November 2014 
@: TBC 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: 4th edition of seminars addressing 
the growing importance of data as a role in 
digital-music distribution 
Details: www.music4point5.com 
 
Helsinki: Eurobest 2014 
1-3 December 2014  
@: TBC 
Organised by: Lions Festival 
About: Largest festival dedicated to 
creativity in brand communications and  
advertising campaigns in Europe 
Details: www.eurobest.com 

Paris: LeWeb 
9-11 December 2014 
@: Eurosites Les Docks 
Organised by: Reed MIDEM 
About: Europe’s leading digital-tech and  
innovation gathering  
Details: http://paris.leweb.co 
 
Cannes: Midem 
5-8 June 2015 
@: Palais des Festivals 

Organised by: Reed MIDEM 
About: Renowned international music-industry 
trade show and networking event shifts  
timetable to June after taking place for  
decades in January 
Details: www.midem.com 

Chiba: Tokyo Game Show 
18-21 September 2014 
@: Makuhari Messe 
Organised by: Japan Int’l Contents Festival 
About: Ultimate showcase for new releases by 
Japanese and international games creators 
Details: xpo.nikkeibp.co.jp/tgs/2014/exhibition/ 
 
New York: New York Television Festival 
20-25 October 2014 
@: Various venues in Manhattan 
Organised by: NYTVF 
About: annual get-together of the US and, 
increasingly, international independent TV 
production sector 
Details: www.nytvf.com 
 
New York: CMJ Music Marathon 
21-25 October 2014 
@: New York University (Greenwich Village) 
Organised by: CMJ Holdings Corp 
About: Non-stop performances by some of the 
indie music’s finest plus debates about the 
future at conference panels 
Details: www.cmj.com 
 
Singapore: MIA Fair Singapore 
23-26 October 2014 
@: Marina Bay Sands, Exhibition Centre 
Organised by: Milan Image Art Fair 
About: The Asian edition of Italy’s foremost 
photography and video art fair aimed at  
collectors 
Details: www.miafair.it/singapore/ 
 
Beijing: China Fashion Week 
25-31 October 2014 
@: Beijing Hotel 
Organised by: Organising Committee of CFW 
About: The Spring/Summer collections are 
out in Asia’s fastest growing Fashion Week 
Details: http://english.chinafashionweek.org 
 
Austin: Formula One Grand Prix 
31 October-2 November 2014  
@: Circuit of the Americas, Texaas  
Organised by: Formula One World 
Championships 
About: The US lap of the world’s biggest and 
most expensive motor-racing sports event 
Details: www.formula1.com 
 
Johannesburg: DISCOP Africa 
5-7 November 2014  
@: Sandton Convention Centre 
Organised by: Basic Lead 
About: Singular opportunity to meets media, 
advertising, and design creatives  
Details: http://discopafrica.com 
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Dear music creators, 
 
We might not have spoken to each other recently, but we at MediaTainment Finance get 
a fairly good idea of what you have been up to. We hear and listen to your music on the 
radio, digital music players, TV, at the cinema, live concerts and as background music 
whenever we pop into some of our local supermarkets or meet friends at the pub. 
  Apparently, life under the limelight of show business can get really heated when it 
comes to getting paid for your music – especially when you are not Kanye West, Lady 
Gaga or Justin Bieber. 
  Copyright laws, however, are supposed to protect your recorded songs. The strength 
of those laws varies from country to country. But, invariably, getting the money that 
could increase the probability of making a decent living is constantly hitting stumbling 
blocks. 
  As the digital-music services start making decent money, they are reluctant to pay 
what is considered to be a fair rate for your music, or are being asked to pay too much 
for your music, depending on who is doing the talking.  
  Standoffs crop up, and the only person who ends up not getting paid is the artist,  
creator and any related rights owner. In a moment of irrationality, because you are  
hungry, being bullied to make a decision you aren’t sure about or don’t know how to 
read because the opportunity to learn was never there or you could not be bothered at 
school, you end up signing contracts that enslaves your music to somebody else. 
  And so the beat goes on. Only this beat happens to be the decades-long disputes  
between music-rights owners, their representatives and the users of their music. 
  If you don’t believe us, because you’re so busy creating music, take a look at recent 
business articles in the media. 
 
Copyright clashes 
  The recent bitter clash between YouTube, the global video-sharing network, and WIN 
(World Independent Network), the global trade organisation representing the world’s 
independent record labels, pins down the current trouble with music copyright. 
  YouTube, an online venture with more than 1 billion monthly users worldwide and  
subsidiary of a global tech behemoth Google, reportedly wants to launch a streaming-
music service. Should it successfully do so, it will compete against established players 
like Spotify, Deezer, Pandora, Germany’s Simfy and similar digital-music platforms.  
  To make their services commercially and legally viable for music fans to use, they  
each require the licence and authorisation from both major and independent labels to 
stream the record companies’ sound recordings, including current hits and classics from 
the past. 
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  WIN and its supporters say YouTube has sent individual independent labels letters 
threatening to block their music videos on the planned new streaming service if they do 
not sign contracts sent directly to them.  
  WIN has attacked the terms dictated by YouTube as being unfair and devaluing the 
independents’ recorded music, which currently account for 20%-35% of the global  
music industry in different countries. 
  The value of their music, whether on vinyl, CD, cassette, digitally downloads or 
streamed services, centres on copyright laws, agreements and regulations that aim to 
provide a framework for negotiations to begin.  
  If the writer and performer have no clue about those rights, the music’s financial value 
ends up being undermined, even if it has been a hit in the music-sales charts. 
  The resulting agreements take into account the beginnings of the music’s creation by 
the songwriter to the end purchase of the recording by the fan. Several stages in-
between require remuneration or royalties: for the artist performing the song; the  
producer’s arrangement; the recording paid for by the label; the publisher handling the 
song’s rights administration; the digital/physical retailer selling the recording; and the 
copyright organisation collecting the royalties anytime the song and music are used. 
  In reality, the picture is much more convoluted, complex and confounding when artis-
tic, financial and moral rights are taken into account, when individual artists and rights 
owners bypass the conventional way of doing business, and when new technology of 
any kind disrupts established practices. 
  This explains other disputes currently hitting the media headlines. In the US, the  
major multinational labels (Universal Music Group, Warner Music Group, Sony Music  
Entertainment), a major independent called ABKCO Music & Records, plus the US trade 
body RIAA (Recording Industry Association of America) have sued the leading US-based 
music-streaming digital-radio platform Pandora, for copyright infringement every time it 
plays hits recorded before 15 February 1972.  
  A similar lawsuit has been filed against SiriusXM Radio, the US satellite-delivered radio 
service. 
The plaintiffs allege a loophole in the US federal copyright legislation effectively makes 
it possible for Pandora and SiriusXM to play pre-1972 sound recordings without permis-
sion, a situation that is depriving them of millions in royalties. 
  On the other hand, Pandora, SiriusXM and other digital-music services do have to pay 
sound-recording royalties for music recorded after 1972, but they complain that terres-
trial (AM/FM) radio services do not have to pay any sound-recording royalties in the US.   
  Only composers, songwriters, lyricists and their publishers are entitled to royalties for 
music played on US AM/FM radio stations as well as on digital platforms. 
  Pandora says 49% of its 2013 revenues went to sound-recording rights owners (the 
labels), while only 4% went to composition-rights owners (songwriters/publishers). So, 
the publishers are also miffed. 
 
The Hydra disorder 
Copyright disputes in the music business are nothing new. But like Hydra, the Greek 
mythology multi-headed serpent, cutting off one head is replaced by two. Just as one 
copyright problem is solved, several others emerge. 
  But that should not stop music creators and music-rights owners learning to under-
stand what their rights are and where and when they are entitled to royalties for their 
work. 
  In addition to (correct) legal advice, management and accounting, an understanding of 
the basic rights is also called for. That foundation can make the difference between 
earning a decent living (from millions from hit recordings to steady regular income) and 
outright penury, which make interesting stories about artistic endeavours in artists’  
biographies, and nothing more.  
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  Since digital-media means music can go global without hitting physical national  
barriers, legislation in one country can impact the revenue potential of that same song 
in another.  
  If an English-language song recorded in the US, the world’s biggest music market by  
revenues, is picked up online in another country that has weak copyright laws and 
rights-administration infrastructure, the rights owners are unlikely to receive royalties. 
  If that song was recorded in the United Kingdom, where copyright law is similar to the 
regime in continental Europe and is weighed heavily towards an author’s (songwriter, 
composer, lyricist) rights, the record label is still entitled to royalties when the music is 
played on both terrestrial and digital radio – irrespective of the year the recording was 
made. 
  Based on the Pandora case study mentioned earlier, if that same recording is played 
on terrestrial radio in the US, there will be no royalties for that usage. Not only are 
sound-recording rights owners in the US seeking to overturn that aspect of copyright 
legislative, the issue is affecting the same rights owners abroad. 
  In response, PPL, the music-licensing company representing labels and performers in 
the UK, has worked hard with other music organisations to have the related US law  
reversed so that its members become entitled to terrestrial radio broadcast royalties 
across the Atlantic.  

A basic understanding 
  So, dearest songwriter/songwriter, as a massive starting point, it is worth getting to 
know the performing-rights organisation (PRO) and other related collecting societies in 
your local market. Whatever the state of the industry, the PRO can help chase the trail 
of where your royalties should come from. That is not a perfect system either; but as 
stressed earlier, it is a starting point. 
  In the UK, talk to PRS for Music (for songwriters/publishers) and PPL (for performers 
and labels). In the US, talk to ASCAP, BMI, SESAC (for songwriters/publishers) and 
SoundExchange (for labels, performers, background singers and musicians).  
  To fittingly make matters more complicated, some labels and publishers prefer to seal 
direct deals with individual rights owners/music users. Universal Music Publishing Group 
and Sony/ATV Music Publishing (which includes EMI Music Publishing) want to go direct-
ly to digital-music services for their royalties, as opposed to collecting societies like 
ASCAP. Warner Music Group, the major label, bypassed any rules and legislation and 
sealed a direct deal with US terrestrial-radio giant Clear Channel last September. 
  In April this year, the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences, organiser of 
the US Grammy Awards, called on all sections of the music industry to put aside their 
differences and join forces to demand legislative reform that gets rid of past detritus 
and enables the industry, which is struggling financially globally, to continue life with 
fresh new frameworks for doing business together. 
  The question is: will it be business or bickering as usual? 
This letter from MTF is followed by an outline of the different rights in a musical record-
ing and the royalties the different rights owners (and there can be many for just one 
recording) are entitled to. It focuses on the UK model, which is one of the most ad-
vanced in the world thanks to the work of royalties organisations like PRS for Music, PPL 
and such government initiatives as the Copyright Hub.  
  As seen from the charts on the pages that follow this letter, it is at that end of the 
business that the music business today can get really complicated. All creators should, 
at least, try and understand what these organisations are or should be doing other  
their behalf.  

Yours sincerely, 
MTF 
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Songwriter/Composer: has  
publishing and author’s rights 
 
Performer/Artist: has performer’s 
rights 
 
Songwriter/Composer:  
can expect royalties from/via  
publisher, performing rights organi-
sation (PRO), digital-music retailer, 
streaming-music services,  
Musicians’ Union,  
 
Performer/Artist: can expect  
royalties from PRO, record label 
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Record label: has sound- recording 
rights 
 
Music publisher: has publishing 
rights  
 
Record label: can expect 
royalties from/via PRO, digital/
physical retailer, digital-music  
aggregator, physical-records (CD/
vinyl/compilations) distributor,  
collecting society, digital-delivery 
partner (company that ensures  
digital content from rights owner is 
delivered in optimum quality to user 
via distributor), overseas use of its 
recordings, Internet use of its  
recordings 
 
Music publisher: can expect royal-
ties from PRO, mechanical-rights  
society (for the use of its repertoire 
in sound recordings), theatres, opera 
houses, grand rights (from musicals, 
opera and ballet), sheet-music sales, 
sync rights (from film/video produc-
ers), overseas (sync rights, sub-
publishers, mechanical rights) 
 

MUSIC CREATOR 
Songwriter/Composer; 
Performer/Artist 

MUSIC INVESTOR 
Record label; 
Music publisher 
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Performing-rights organisations/
collecting societies representing 
authors/publishers: collects royal-
ties from (terrestrial, satellite,  
cable) TV/radio broadcasters and  
operators, Internet service providers, 
venues/premises (clubs, pubs, con-
cert halls, shops, hotels) playing live 
or recorded music, websites featuring 
music, mobile services featuring mu-
sic, streaming/downloadable  
music services, overseas use of  
music in live performances, broadcast 
and synchronisation (TV, radio, film, 
commercials); print-media  
publishers featuring cover-mounts 
(CDs/DVDs distributed for free in/on 
publications)  
 
Performing-rights organisation, 
collecting societies representing 
record labels and performers/
artists: should collect royalties from 
venues/premises (clubs, pubs, con-
cert halls, shops, hotels) playing live 
or recorded music, (terrestrial, satel-
lite, cable) TV/radio broadcasters and 
operators, music audio/video jukebox 
suppliers, overseas-performance in-
come  
 
Mechanical-rights organisations/
collecting societies representing 
authors/publishers: collects royal-
ties from record labels (for mechani-
cal rights), DVD producers, produc-
tion-music/library-music producers, 
film/video distribution companies, 
video/computer games producers and 
publishers, music audio/video juke-
box suppliers, (terrestrial, satellite, 
cable) TV/radio broadcasters and op-
erators, overseas mechanical rights  

Music user: must pay all rights hold-
ers, including the record label, the 
songwriter, the music publisher, and 
the artist either directly or (most like-
ly) via rights-collecting or licensing 
societies and organisations 

MUSIC USER 
Music venue; business premises; broad-
caster; ad agency; TV/film  
producer; multi-media producer;  
physical/digital retailer; streaming  
services 

MUSIC LICENSOR 
Collecting society; rights- management 
organisation; collective-rights organisa-
tion (CMO); performing-rights  
organisation (PRO) 
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